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It is a useful, and in somd ways necesssary, exercise to ' 
prpface a discussion of the techniques involved in using mass media with 
the apparently elementary question, "why be concerned about the subject?" 
To the people at this session the answer is probably obvious: the press,
radio and television are powerful forces which can educate, inform and 
influence and social Work is a profession with a vital stake in these things. However you must remember that you are .possibly an atypical 
group, your homing to this session probably means you accept this role 
for Social work as a fact of life. You must not forget that the 
profession as a whole does not fully recognise, accept and act upon it.

Before I began to prepare this paper I held strong views 
about social workers' responsibility to pass on what they know about 
people and their problems and to work for changes through using mass 
medfa. Since I have been thinking and reading and talking about the 
subject intensely over the past few weeks, I am more convinced than 
over that it is as important to explain what wo do as to do it. On 
welfare issues, liye have a clear duty to develop community understanding by piaking available what we hive learned in a form that can be comprehen
ded. An enlightened public is one of the positive elements in preventive- 
planning whether you are trying to increase the pension or find more 
foster homes. As Eveline Burns has said "if the environment is hostile, 
or perhaps worsen indifferent, I suspect the fault is largely ours for we haVe not challenged it".

If the social worker's role and responsibility is so obvious, 
why are we not acting on it because it is true that only a few devote 
time and energy to developing skills in the use of mass media. Further
more the efforts of these few are often misinterpreted by their own 
colleagues - I have even heard the word "posturing". The editor of one 
of the main Melbourne dailies told a workshop bn public relations last 
year that it was quite evident that social workers were frightened of 
the press. Suspicion and apprehension about being misquoted keep us in 
our ivory towers from whence we criticise the comments of untrained 
people who are ready to generalise about causes and cures of a multitude 
of social ills.

I think our feluctance to join in the fray is largely due to 
the nature of our training which accents the complexity of people, the 
subtlety of human relationships and the danger of generalising when it 
is the individual who matters. We have bedn taught to qualify and 
refine our diagnoses rather than t.o-be decisive. ....We. are self conscious 
about taking a public stand on ouf'convictions: dm 1.sure I'm right?Is it unprofessional to be so dogmatic?' Will I look a crank? All 
these sorts of queries make ug hesitate and so often fail to act. There 
is no doubt that we still have to. come to terms with our conviction that 
we are experts and our limitad-^ility to present as such to Others. We 
refer frequently to our "areas of expertise" but we are usually talking to each other!'

, This all puts us at a ponsiderable disadvantage in handling the 
mass media. .however' therd is.^A^'^ing number /p=f*-'s'dcial workers who 
want to be involyed in this wdy^'i'serving'- the client and community.
They subscribe to the comment'pf Robert'MacRae ("Sbcial Service Review 
March 66,p.5) that the "individual social worker can't retreat fully 
behind the shield bf institutions and absolve him,self of responsibility 
for social reform. " he is the'link between individuals in need and 
social institutions". Daniel Thurs'z puts i squarely on the line when 
he says (Social Work July 66, p.12) "The test of significance in this age is thq ability cf the profession to involve itself in the major 
struggles going on to transform society" and it is on this foroafdl. 
note that I want to begin examining strategy and techniques.
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We can distinguish two main aims in thq use of mass media. 
Firstly the direct aim which is to publicise a cause and by the impact 
of information presehtod in various ways, to influence action, possibly 
legislation. This wo call social action. Sooondly the Indirect aim 
n'hich is to .gradually^ develop a more informed body ofjpublic opinion by 
providing sensible comment on welfare issues whothQr it is family life 
in high rise flats or the need for abortion law reform. This method is 
attempting to reach at ISast three publics: the potential clients who
wi^l know where to come for.help, the policy makers who will realise wo 
have worthwhile ideas (in. time!) and the great unknown public' at large whose increased understanding has immeasureable value. A doctor's offer 
of help in a voluntary capactiy in our Family Planning Clinic resulted 
from comments I madp in the press in connectibn with poverty. I regard 
social action as a process in which the initiative lies generally with 
ua although the dbiginal impetus may have come from elsewhere. In 
contrast the sustained educational approach is a mixture of initiative 
and response - usually more the latter as few social workers have the 
habit of picking up the phone to make spontaneous comment.

Given then that we arp interested, how can wo learn to go about 
it? "Learn" is the operative word because it is a trial and error 
process and we must expect to make mistakes. It is far better that these 
should be mistakes of commission than omission. I am going to discuss 
this by describing three important instances of social action which have 
taken place in Melbourne in the last ten months. They illustrate 
techniques in the use of mass media and provide material for discussing 
direct action. Following this I'll make some comments on our combined 
experience with press, television and radio when we have been involved 
in the capacity of expert witness.

The first example is the case of reduced State assistance to 
widows with dependent children following increased Commonwealth pensions 
last year. (in brief a formula operates in Victoria which dictates the 
amount of supplementary aid a widow may receive. Increase one and the other is automatically reduced, that is, unless the formula is changed). 
Even this way of describing the topic illustrates basic techniques, the 
importance of concentrating on one theme, because in this case widows 
w-re not the only people affected by the reductioh but they were the 
largest proportion and we hung the whole argument on them in an attempt 
to make a complicated issue slightly simpler. When the proposed reduc
tion was first make known to social workers by one of their members, an 
ad hoc committee of the people most vitally concerned was quickly formed. After preliminary discussions and decisions about tactics, two people were 
delegated to organise the material, prepare questions to be.asked in the 
House and draft a press statement to be released in the President's name. 
Immediately^on receipt of the answers from the House, the press releases 
which had, in fact, correctly anticipated them, were delivered by hand 
to all the daily papers, national radio and televisidn and selected commercial stations. Copies were also sent to the relevant government 
ministers and collateral agencies. As well as being a courtesy measure, 
this was to protect us against possible niisquoting and to foster support, 
respectively.

The results exceeded our wildest hopes in .terms, of stimulating widespread protest at an action that would otherwise have quietly gone ahead as a routine administrative procedure^ The questions in*the House 
caught the notice of the Parliamentary roundsmen and this cpmbined with 
the advance preparation of several key journalists resulted in a three column front page news story, editorials in succeeding days and ultimate
ly a suspension of standing orders in Parliament to allow an unscheduled debate, If it had not been for President Johnson?s visit stealing 
television interest, it would have been covered in an ABC current affairs ordgramme.

In spite of all this, I have to report that in the short term 
we failed. The? allowances were reduced and the Attorney General announc
ed in Parliament that this had been done because social services were primarily a Commonwealth responsibility. However in the long term 
something was achieved in that the government learned than an alert body 
was .watching the interests of dependent groups. We have reason to 
believe that reductions will not happen again and even that the formula r*"*'T be revised. .



Now for a closer examination of the strategy and techniques in 
terms of lessons learned. Firstly the questions were asked by the 
Deputy Leader of the Opposition, a circumstance which perturbed a number 
of eobial workers, who did not appreciate the difference between intelli
gent use of the political machine and political partisanship. In our 
initial planning, we had decided that a direct approach to the Government 
iculd receive a formal unequivocal explanation, wherdas what the whole 
matter needed was publicity which could hopefully arouse enough pressure 
:.o force a reversal ,of decision. . Secondly the drafting of press state-? 
ncnts in the President's name was a new experience for the Branch. In 
thi3, as in most social action campaigns, timing was a crucial factor and 
it was essential to haye material prepared in advance. The President, 
t as willing to have her name usied officially, while the statements carried 
an after hours phone number for the social worker host informed on the 
subject. This was used several times by reporters seeking amplification 
oh illustration. On the aspect of case illustrations, we were not as 
efficient as we might have been and there is a basic lesson to be learned 
here. Although all likely agencies were contacted for examples, hone 
were forthcoming and I suspect this is more a reflection on methods of 
organising records than unwillingness to help or lack: of information. It 
was the inaccessibility of the information which defeated us-. This raises 
a fundamental question about recording techniques and the keeping of 
statistics because the implication is that we are preoccupied with 
analysis of case dynamics to the neglect of recording instances of 
broader welfare problems. I'd like to ask if casework agencies should orient recording to a social action programme.

The second example of action in Victoria is a vastly different one for although both issues were emotional, this one stands out for its 
highly controversial content. I refer to the campaign against capital 
punishment which begah late last year. A number of Branch members felt 
strongly against capital punishment, a number felt strongly for it and 
others,still felt strongly that it was none of our business. However, 
those interested were asked by the Committee of Management to form an ad hoc Committee (this time not an augmented Public Relations & Social Actiaa 
Committee) to study the question and the recommendation passed back to the Committee of Management was that the Branch Should press for a Royal Commission. Even this neutralist line was considered by some to be 
implicit criticism of the government and they would have preferred the 
B.-anch to remain silent. But another factor had to be considered and 
his Was the position of the civil servants who had relevant information 

but no way of giving it unlesp a special enquiry was held.
The Branch finally agreed to the Committee's recommendation and ' 

under great pressure of time and with some misgivings about competition 
with Federal election news, press statements were prepared and circulated 
to mass media and other relevant bodies. Although it may seem obvious, 
it is important to record how demanding such a social action campaign can 
be. You are working under unfamiliar pressures of time, accuracy, and keeping colleagues in touch and this can not be done without the support 
of a sympathetic employing agency. The social worker^ contribution to 
the capital punishment debate did no*c receive as much attention as the 
rreviops action and again in the short run the case was lost. However several points emerge from the experience: firstly the claim to be
experts must be backed by articulated evidence. At the first meeting to 
discusP submissions that' could be made in the event of a public enquiry,
^he material was very slight indeed anp included as much emotional 
justification as was being displayed in the community at large. Secondly 
the role of civil servants is ambiguous unless they are protected by the 
umbrella of the Association. In this case the. committee was convened by 
a voluntary agency employee and when the government seryant, who was the 
most,informed on the issue, devoted his time to the campaign, he took part of his annual leave.

The most recent venture into action is on the matter of health 
.'.nd medical benefits and this is still a vehy live issue in Victoria.
The Branch participation was instigated by a medical social worker who co
incidentally is a former journalist bringing considerable "know-how" to the Public Relations and Social ...ction Committee. This campaign is 
notable for the longer duration of the build up and the greater time the 
pot has been kept boiling with the addition of new ingredients.
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Considering the subject matter, this is understandable but the 
significant point is that there has been ample opportunity for the 
gathering and organising of material and this is precisely what the 
medical sooial worker did in the form of research op her own aocount and 
caheful documenting of other information. Furthermore she used her 
.knowledge of newspaper structure and actual, personal contacts to foster 
a receptive attitude against the moment when the story actually became 
news. This perennial problem of inadequate hospital and medical 
benefits coverage was made news when the'Australian Medical Association 
considered a fee rise and a-Melbourne paper ran an editorial on the 
costs of sickness. The social worker gave a pre-arranged interview to 
a journalist and was extensively reported on page one with attention being focussed on her quotable comment that benefits were "all right so 
long as you're not sick". This was followed by supporting comment from 
the President, drawing oh an available Branch policy statement'about the 
predicament of the chronically ill. Other interested bodies had been 
prompted and contributed usefully with letters whidh added new angles.
In addition the reporter,who was following the story, was referred to 
the medical superintendent of a hospital who was prepared to give an 
interview but who would have been .unlikely to offer comment.

This particular action, which is just undergoing a renewal of 
interest after a lull, undoubtedly gave rise to the most prominent 
attention mass media has ever paid to social workers as people with a 
vital welfare knowledge. The Association was looked to for its reaction 
to each new ddvelopment and this Was made news. The social worker appeared on the current affairs television programme "Fighting Words" 
with the Minister for Health and an A.L.P. representative and private 
letters of support.flowed ih. This case is not yet closed and a joint 
committee of the A.A.S.W. and Council of Social Service has been formed 
!;o produce the facts a^ they are known to practising social workers.

The conspicuous feature of this campaign is the careful behind- 
the abends preparation of people.and information. Once the story was 
nows, it was nurtured with additional contributions from'a wide range of 
people including social workers who had never before written to the papers.

Lea'ihg the particular examples, I want to abstract some of the 
echniques that are either explicit or implicit. Inevitably this has to take the form of a list of do's and don'ts: -

(i) Be prepared, in the first instance and for follow up.
Keep references - newscut^ings, Hansard, etc. and when 
a campaign is in progress, keep a full diary.

(ii) Time your ehtrance into the debate carefully to obtain 
maximum reaction. Consider the relative merits of 
morning or afternoon papers, and other big eventp 
that are scheduled.
Organise collateral support wherever possible to add 
strength to the story and supply new information.
Accompany a public campaign with direct communication 
to the government authority concerned offering 
consultation and evidence.
As far as possible promote sympathetic press attitudes 
by supplying advance information and indicating your . 
availability. One good experience of working together can greatly aid future relationships.
Don't be dismayed if you are publically attacked but 
come in again with a refutation or qualification.
Don't be upset if you ape misquoted - it is one of the risks and less likely to happen if you have some 
short simple comments prepared. Get into the habit 
of discussing what is wanted and arranging to ring back in 10 minutes.

(viii)Accept the need for compromise between what the

(iii)
(iv)

(v)

(yi)
(tii)



papers want and wh§t we're prepared to give. Don't 
qualify your comment so far that there is hardly 
anything left of it to print.

(ix) Accept the value of expert Public Relations advice.
This may come through a particular agency or by the 
Association involving professional people as at the Public Relations and Social Action Workshop in
Melbourne in'October, 1966. -

(x) Particularly with television, try to come over as an 
ordinary sensible human being - don't be over anxious 
about appearing professional. - warmth ai}d humanity 
and even humour register more deeply. Try to get a 
"consumer" response from social workers and others*
This list is not in any way exhaustive, it is only intended as . 

a beginning, being the result of what we have learndd so far and now I ' am going to raise briefly some of the organisational implications of 
sustaining welfare comment. The main problem is one of mechanics. Who 
is going to domment on behalf of the Association? Should the President 
be the spokesman briefed by experts on different subjects, or should 
this power be delegated to nominated experts? IS it more important to 
promote the image' of the professional association as such or the skill 
of individuals'? The editor of a major Melbourne daily suggested we 
should supply the paper with a list of names of social workers in 
particular fields to enable speed and efficiency of contact. The idea 
was endorsed by the Public Relations and Social Action Committee but is 
not yet finally approved by the Committee of Management. We have 
included government employees on this list, believing that they can 
comment on what arises from their.professional practice without referring to departmental policy.

Despite this the major onus of Initiating action will continue - 
to rest with the Associatioh, the of Social Service and the
voluntary agencies who see themsblves in this role* As Eveline Bums said "it is not causes that are wanting: it is our response to the 
challenge that is lacking". An excitihg phospect lies before us in 
Melbourne as one of the papers has just appointed a welfare roundsman 
and this will enormously increase our opportunities to obtain public 
airing for problems and ideas. I hope we accept this new chance and demonstrate that with practice we can communicate es.effectively with thousands of people, as with one*
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